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outline	

•  motivation	&	theoretical	tools	

•  CASE	1:	dye-electrode	interface	in	dye-sensitized	solar	cells	

•  CASE	2:	proton-conducting	solid	oxide	fuel	cells	
–  electrode	based	on	mixed	proton-electron	conductor	
–  bifunctional	electrocatalyst	for	ORR	and	OER	

•  CASE	3:	electrocatalysis	at	oxide	surface,	the	role	of	defects	
–  Fe-doped	ZrO2	for	low	temperature	FCs	
–  Cu-Fe	delafossite	oxide	for	CO2	reduction	

•  method	development:	Density	Functional	Embedding	Theory	



renewable	energy	sources	 electric	power	

•	Efficient	
•	Clean	
•	On	demand	

conversion	technology	



challenges	in	renewable	energy	technologies	

direct	conversion	

storage	 supply	
battery	
supercapacitors	

fuel	(e.g.,	H2)	

source	 user	

•	renewable	energy	sources	are	discontinuous	
	-	peaks	can	exceed	grid	capabilities	=>	energy	loss	
	-	downs	prevent	sufficient	energy	supplies	

next	generation	of	energy	conversion	device	must	rely	on		
purposely	tailored	high-performance	functional	materials			

•	many	of	the	current	technologies	are	efficient,	but	this	is	not	enough...	
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hierarchy	of	computational	models			



ab	initio	

•  ab	initio	-	from	the	beginning	
The	Oxford	Dictionary	

	

•  ab	initio	calculation	-	a	method	of	calculating	atomic	and	
molecular	structures	directly	from	the	first	principles	of	
quantum	mechanics	(QM),	without	using	any	quantities	
derived	from	experiment	as	parameters.	
A	Dictionary	of	Chemistry,	Oxford	University	Press	2001	
-  The	most	chemically	accurate,	physically	precise	computation	possible	
-  The	holy	grail	of	computational	chemists	
-  No	empirical	input	 PREDICTIVE	POWER	



the	many-body	problem	

time-independent	Schrödinger	equation	
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Schrödinger	eq.	is	exactly	solvable	only	for:	
-  two	particles	(analytically)	
-  few	particles	(numerically)	
	
											=>		WE	NEED	APPROXIMATIONS	



PES	-	Potential	Energy	Surface	

electronic	energy	vs.	nuclear	coordinates	**	

**	On	the	basis	of	the	Born-Oppenheimer	approximation			

•	Molecular	structures	and	dynamics	
	-	PES	minima	and	trajectories	

	
•	Internal	motions	and	free	energy	

	-	PES	curvature		
	
•	Chemical	reactivity	

	-	PES	saddle	points	
	
•	Molecular	properties		

	-	Linear	response	theory	

ab	initio	calculations:	the	main	tool	

http://www.chem.wayne.edu/~hbs/chm6440/PES.html	



=>	the	many-electron	problem	
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OLD	and	EXTREMELY	hard	problem	to	solve	!	

• 	all	first-principles	methods	used	today	are	APPROXIMATE	after	all,		
	even	if	considered	EXACT	!!!		

	
• 	they	provide	approximate	solutions	to	the	electronic	Schrödinger	eq.	
	

																			some	are	more	approximate	than	others	



•  Hartree-Fock	(HF)	theory	(mean-field)		
HF:	99%	of	the	true	energy	of	the	system	

•  Moeller-Plesset	(MP)	perturbation	theory	
MP2:	80%	of	the	last	1%	(the	correlation	energy)		

•  Coupled	Cluster	(CC)	theory	
CCSD(T):	95%	of	the	correlation	-	Chemical	Accuracy	

•  Multi	Reference	Configuration-Interaction	(MRCI)	
full-CI:	exact	wave-function	

QM	Wave-Function	methods	

first-principles	approaches	

MP2,	CC,	CI	are	very	accurate	but	very	expensive	!!!	



•  The	functional	of	the	electron	density	is	UNKNOWN	

•  Kohn-Sham	approach		
kinetic	energy	of	non-interacting	electrons		
	

•  Approximations	for	the	XC	functional	
LDA,	GGA	(PBE,	PW91,	BLYP),	hybrid	HF-DFT	(B3LYP,PBE0)	

Density	Functional	Theory	(DFT)	

first-principles	approaches	
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•  state-of-the-art	method	for	extended	materials	

-  Periodic	Boundary	Conditions	(super-cell	approach)	
-  Plane-wave	basis	set	and	pseudopotential	

•  workhorse	method	for	molecular	sciences	

-  Localized	basis	set	(GTO,	Gaussian	Type	Orbitals)	

•  but	XC	approximations	come	with	few	known	flaws	

-  excited	states	(feasible	via	TD-DFT),	self-interaction	error	
-  vdW	dispersion,	charge	transfer,	strong-correlated	systems		

DFT	provides	the	best	ACCURACY:COST	ratio	

first-principles	approaches	



ab	initio	calculations:	why?	

•  electrons	have	a	leading	role	in	many	processes	
	=>	charge	tranfer,	chemical	reactions,	excited	states	

		

•  when	high	degree	of	accuracy	is	required	
	=>	thermochemical	and	kinetics	studies	

	

•  to	avoid	extensive	parameterization	
	=>	non-standard	systems	(e.g.	defects,	radicals)	

	



Renewable	enegry	conversion	and	storage	technologies	
•  devices	made	of	layered	functional	materials	
•  energy	conversion	occurs	via	complex	processes	of	charge	and	mass	

transport	across	several	heterogeneous	interfaces	

Development	of	new	devices	must	be	based	on	solid	scientific	grounds	
•  rational	design	strategies	need	reliable	and	accurate	assessments	of		

structure-property-function	relationships	for	any	complex	materials	
	
Computational	modelling	offers	several	valuable	tools	
•  photo-excitations,	chemical	reactions,	electrochemical	processes	

depend	all	on	the	quantum	mechanical	behaviour	of	electrons		
•  first-principles	methods	based	on	Density	Functional	Theory	provide	

the	best	balance	between	accuracy	and	feasibility	

ab	initio	calculations:	why?	



CASE	1:	solar	energy	and	dye-sensitized	solar	cells	
-	sunlight	is	the	most	abundant	renewable	energy	source	

B.	O’Regan,	M.	Grätzel,	Nature	353,	737	(1991)	

since	early	90s	-	Dye-Sensitized	Solar	Cells	
cost-effective	alternative	to	solid-state	Si-based	PV	
•	heterogeneous	photo-anodes	(n-type	SC	+	dye)		
•	liquid	electrolyte	(I-/I3-	in	ACN	solution)	
•	metallic	counter-electrode	

Merits	of	DSSCs:	
-	cheap	materials		
-	flexible	and	transparent		
-	good	for	indoor	light	recycling	



-	most	of	DSSC	research	groups	have	shifted	to	PSC	=>	what	future	for	DSSC	?	

solar	energy	and	dye-sensitized	solar	cells	



what	future	for	dye	sensitized	solar	cells?	
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A.	Hagfeldt	et	al.,	Chem.	Rev.	110,	6595	(2010)	 F.	Odobel	et	al.,	Acc.	Chem.	Res.	43,	1063	(2010)	

need	to	improve	photocathode	efficiency!		
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			limits	of	current	p-DSSCs	
-	too	slow	hole	injection	
-	fast	charge	recombination		

desired	processes	
-  electron	injection	from	dye	to	electrolyte	
-  hole	injection	from	Dye	to	VB	

undesired	processes	
-  charge	recombination	
-  hole	transfer	to	the	electrolyte	

DESIGN	GUIDELINES	

•  dye:	good	sunlight	adsorption	
•  dye-electrode	interface:		

-	strong	dye-electrode	binding	
-	good	driving	force	for	hole	injection	(ΔE)	

•  electrode:	low	VB	edge	absolute	position	(Voc)	

photo-cathode:	p-type	DSSC	functioning	scheme	



p-DSSC	systems:	dyes	on	NiO	p-type	SC	

oxidation signal at þ0.72 V versus Fcþ/Fc and an irreversible
reduction wave at Epc ¼ –1.57 V versus Fcþ/Fc (figure 2).
From these values, we could determine potential values of

þ1.24 V versus the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) and
–1.14 V versus NHE for the 1/1þ and 1*/1þ couples, respect-
ively, 1* representing the excited state of 1 (table 1). These
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Figure 2. (a) Structure of 1 . (b) Energy-level diagram of a p-type NiO photocathode sensitized with 1 , in the presence of [Co(NH3)5Cl]Cl2 as the irreversible electron
acceptor (IEA) in solution. (c) UV – vis (black line) and normalized fluorescence (red line, excitation at 420 nm) spectra of 1 measured in CH3CN at a concentration of
5 mM. (d ) Cyclic voltammogram of compound 1 (1 mM) recorded at a scan rate of 100 mV s21 on a glassy carbon electrode in CH3CN containing 0.1 M n-Bu4NPF6

as supporting electrolyte. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 3. (a) Absorption spectra of a blank PS-b-P2VP-templated three-layer NiO electrode (black line) and of the same electrode after sensitization with 1 (orange
line). The difference between these two spectra is shown as a blue line. (b) Comparison of corrected spectra recorded on a dye-sensitized PS-b-P2VP-templated
three-layer NiO film (blue line), dye-sensitized F108-templated NiO films (one layer: fuchsia line; two layers: red line; three layers: green line) and CH3CN (5 mM)
solution spectrum of 1 (dotted line).
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nickel	oxide	-	NiO			

•		rocksalt	structure	

•		CT	band	gap	(≈3.5	eV)	

•		AFM	along	111	planes	

•	DFT-PBE+U		
•	ab	initio	U-J(Ni	d)=	3.8	eV	
	

NiO	(100)	surface	
•	supercell	slab	model	
•	5	atomic	layers	(tested	up	to	9)	
•	(√2	x	√2)	along	the	xy	plane	(80	atoms)	
•	vacuum	>	30	Å	along	the	z	direction	
•	dipole	correction	
	



p-NiO(001)/Coumarin	interface:	anchoring	modes	
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As expected, the main difference in the electronic structure of
pristine NiO(100) and p-NiO(100) is the shift of the Fermi level
well within the VB, as depicted by the atom- and angular-
momentum projected density of states (PDOS) plots (see Fig. S1
in ESI†). All the qualitative features of NiO band edges are
retained, with predominant VB and CB characters made of O
p states and Ni d states, respectively (in agreement with recent
studies on the same material).25 We have calculated the p-NiO VB

edge potential versus the Normal Hydrogen Electrode (NHE) and
the open circuit potentials (VOC) for the clean p-NiO slab and
all CCO2/CPO3–p-NiO(100) systems. Table 2 lists these relevant
electronic features, as well as CCO2/CPO3 binding energies in the
different binding modes. Eads values and their relative trend with
respect to the binding modes are very similar to the case of
pristine NiO(100), while the most stable adsorption is observed
still with the phosphonic acid group in the CPO3-B mode. Overall,
differences in Eads values between Ni(100) and p-NiO(100) are all
within B0.02 eV.

Open circuit potential (VOC), an experimental observable,
can be derived from the position of the p-NiO VB edge.10 The
VOC is an important parameter to assess the DSSC performances,
because it represents the upper limit of the possible electrical
potential difference that can be delivered by the cell. Considering
the I!/I3

! redox couple (0.354 V vs. NHE in acetonitrile),26 we
calculated VOC as VOC = EI!/I3

! ! EVB (Scheme 1) for all CCO2/CPO3

binding modes (see Table 2). The p-NiO VB edge position and
hence the VOC are modified by the chemical nature of the
anchoring group and by the different binding modes. Reported
experimental values of VOC for the CCO2/p-NiO system in the
acetonitrile range from 70 to 117 mV.27 Our computed VOC values

Fig. 2 (top) Optimized structures of the adsorbed CCO2 and CPO3 dyes upon adsorption on NiO(100) in the monodentate (M), bidentate (B) and
tridentate (T) modes. Lateral view. For clarity, only the two topmost NiO atomic layers are displayed. (bottom): Top view of the same structures showing
only the COOH and PO3H2 anchoring groups. Color legend: C (green); N (blue); O (red) and H (light pink), Ni (grey), P (violet).

Table 1 Calculated adsorption energies and selected structural features
of CCO2 and CPO3 dyes adsorbed on the NiO(100) surface in their different
anchoring modes: mono-dentate (M), bi-dentate (B) and tri-dentate (T):
distances between O atoms of the anchoring group and surface Ni
(d(O(dye)–Ni)); O–H bond lengths in the undissociated carboxylic and
phosphonic groups (d(O–H(dye))); hydrogen bond length between the
undissociated OH groups and surface O (d(O–H(dye)" " "O(NiO))); O–H
bond lengths in the hydroxyl group created upon dissociation in the
bidentate and tridentate modes (d(O–H(Nio))); displacements along the
z axis with respect to clean surface positions (Dz) of surface Ni and O
atoms bounded with the dye or bearing an H and root mean square
deviation (RMSD) of the topmost NiO(100) atomic layer

CCO2-M CCO2-B CPO3-M CPO3-B CPO3-T

Eads (meV) !591 !708 !841 !998 !886
d(O(dye)–Ni) (Å) 2.024 2.027 2.048 2.012 2.058

2.008 2.011 2.016
1.979

d(O–H(dye)) (Å) 1.184 — 1.053 0.985 —
1.034

d(O–H(dye)" " "O(NiO)) (Å) 1.265 — 1.530 2.104 —
1.617

d(O–H(NiO)) (Å) — 0.981 — 0.987 1.003
0.987

DzNi (Å) 0.133 0.171 0.139 0.143 0.018
0.177 0.178 0.232

0.296
DzO (Å) 0.132 0.380 0.094 0.358 0.320

0.093 0.000 0.271
RMSD (Å) 0.052 0.146 0.080 0.129 0.177 Table 2 Calculated adsorption energies of CCO2 and CPO3 dyes on p-type

NiO(100) (Eads) and electronic features of the corresponding model p-DSSC
devices: p-NiO valence band (VB) edge position (V vs. NHE) and open circuit
voltage (VOC) values (vs. I!/I3

! redox couple at 0.354 V vs. NHE, see
Scheme 1).26 VOC experimental values are reported in parentheses

p-NiO CCO2-M CCO2-B CPO3-M CPO3-B CPO3-T

Eads (meV) — !581 !722 !806 !999 !909
p-NiO VB (V) 0.455 0.531 0.466 0.481 0.482 0.466
VOC (mV) 101 177 112 127 128 112

(76–116)a (95)b

a Ref. 27. b Ref. 28.
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p-NiO(001)/dye	interface:	push-pull	dye	

•  intramolecular	charge	tansfer	(ICT)		
upon	photoexcitation	

•  LUMO	is	far	from	the	anchoring	groups	

•  two	possible	conformations	on	Ni(100)	



p-NiO(001)/dye	interface:	push-pull	dye	

ΔE	=	-0.05	eV			

ΔE	=	-0.30	eV			

ΔE	=	-0.35	eV			

M	

-	polar	solvents	improve	the	hole	injection	driving	force	

-	LUMO	far	from	p-SC	avoids	charge	recombination	



HOMO	

LUMO	

-	the	electron	acceptor	group	changes	optical	and	electronic	properties		

Dye	
DCT(Å)	 qCT	(e-)	 Dipole	(D)	

S0	 S1	 S0	 S1	 S0	 S1	

C1	 2.65	 2.23	 0.601	 0.536	 7.652	 5.740	

C2	 2.83	 1.16	 0.642	 0.500	 8.722	 2.797	

C3	 3.45	 2.62	 0.694	 0.593	 11.495	 7.454	

Dye	 λmax(nm)	 f	
E0-0	

(eV)	

EHOMO	

(eV)	

E	LUMO	

(eV)	

C1	 361	 1.347	 3.10	 -6.06	 -2.96	

C2	 389	 1.626	 2.75	 -6.00	 -3.25	

C3	 425	 1.165	 2.57	 -5.85	 -3.28	

TD-DFT	(CAM-B3LYP)	calculations	in	ACN	

ICT	metrics:	DCT	in	Å	and	qCT	in	e-	

p-NiO(001)/dye	-	tuning	dye	molecular	features	



p-NiO(001)/dye	-	tuning	dye	molecular	features	

Dye	
Voc	(mV)	 Jsc	(mA	cm-2)	 FF	(%)	 PCE	(%)	

1d	 50d	 1d	 50d	 1d	 50d	 1d	 50d	

C1		 132	 141	 0.942	 0.946	 37.0	 37.0	 0.0460	 0.0494	

C2		 104	 118	 0.380	 0.280	 44.8	 51.7	 0.0177	 0.0171	

C3		 93	 132	 0.620	 0.590	 35.2	 34.4	 0.0203	 0.0268	

ΔE	=	-0.73	eV			

ΔE	=	-0.54	eV			

ΔE	=	-0.53	eV			

	-	the	hole-injection	driving	force	is	a	key	feature	

PV	performances	(in	collaboration	with	UNITO	and	POLITO)	

C1	
	
	
	
	
C2	
	
	
	
	
C3	



p-NiO(001)/dye	-	tuning	dye	molecular	features	

Dye	
Voc	(mV)	 Jsc	(mA	cm-2)	 FF	(%)	 PCE	(%)	

1d	 50d	 1d	 50d	 1d	 50d	 1d	 50d	

C1		 132	 141	 0.942	 0.946	 37.0	 37.0	 0.0460	 0.0494	

C2		 104	 118	 0.380	 0.280	 44.8	 51.7	 0.0177	 0.0171	

C3		 93	 132	 0.620	 0.590	 35.2	 34.4	 0.0203	 0.0268	

	-	dye	conformation	is	crucial	to	avoid	charge	recombination	

PV	performances	(in	collaboration	with	UNITO	and	POLITO)	

ΔE	=	-0.73	eV			

ΔE	=	-0.54	eV			

ΔE	=	-0.53	eV			

C1	
	
	
	
	
C2	
	
	
	
	
C3	



•  p-type	DSSC	can	be	improved	with	tailored	modification	at	the	
dye-electrode	interfaces	

•  push-pull	dyes	are	promising,	but	it	is	important	to	control	the	
dye	orientation	with	respect	to	the	electrode	surface	

•  DFT-based	approaches	(DFT+U,	hybrid	HF-DFT)	are	playing	a	
pivotal	role	in	guiding	the	experimental	design	of	new	systems	

•  electrode-dye-electrolyte	interactions	in	aqueous	solution	

•  charge	transfer	processes	(excited	states,	non	equilibrium	
solvation	at	heterogeneous	interfaces)			

•  electrochemical	reactions	(HER/OER)	for	photo-catalysis	of	
water	splitting	

p-type	DSSC:	conclusions	and	perspectives	



CASE	2:	H2	fuel	cells	=>	clean	electric	power	generation	

some	examples:	

-	Alkaline	FC	

-	PEM	FC	

-	Solid	Oxide	FC	

•  FCs	are	electrochemical	devices	that	convert	fuels	
(chemical	energy)	into	electrical	energy	



Proton-Conducting	Electrochemical	Cells		

Anode Cathode 
Fuel ! " O2 

PEMFC 

DMFC 

AFC 

PAFC 

MCFC 

OC-SOFC 

PC-SOFC 

80°C 

80°C 

100°C 

200°C 

600°C 

650°C 

1000°C 

H+#

H+#

OH%#

H+#

CO3
2%#

H+#

O2%#

V 

e- 

Electrolyte 

low	cost	oxides		(no	Pt)	
Intermediate	Temperatures	(~500°C):	
-  higher	mobility	of	H+	wrt	O2-	

-  minimize	degradation		
-  H2	+	fuels	(FC)	
-  less	electric	demand	than	Low	T	(EC)		



Proton-Conducting	Solid	Oxide	Electrochemical	Cells		

Perovskite	ABO3	

BaCeO3/BaZrO3	
RE(Nb,Ta)O4	 AGaO4	

ELECTROLYTES	
	

insulator	
proton	conductor	

-	oxygen	vacancies	VO	
-	low	H+	migration	barrier		

H2O	+	M-VO-M	+	M-O-M	=>	2·M-O(H)-M		

ELECTRODE	
	

e-	conductor	
catalytic	activity	
	

proton	conductor	
-	Oxygen	vacancies	VO	
-	Low	H+	migration	barrier		

e-	(metal)	or		
MIEC	(mixed	e-/O2-)	

composite	
electrode	

IDEAL	
mixed	e-/H+	

MPECs	
PC-Electrolyte	 PC-Electrolyte	PC-Electrolyte	

Induce	e-	conductivity	
in	PC-electrolytes		

TCOs	
Induce	PC	in	MIEC	materials	

state-of-the-art	 target	system	



SFMO	as	TCO	candidate	

Excellent	MIEC	properties	
-	Non-stoichiometric		

															Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6-δ		(δ=0.10)	
	

-	Low	O2-	migration	barrier	(~0.3	eV)	

Redox	stability,	no	poisoning	

Outstanding	electrocatalytic	performance	in	
symmetric	OC-SOFCs	J.	Electrochem.	Soc.,	159,	B619	(2012)	

Sr(Fe,Mo)O3	

Ana	B.	Muñoz-García	et.	al	J.	Am.	Chem.	Soc.	134,	6826	(2012)	
Ana	B.	Muñoz-García	et.	al	Phys.	Chem.	Chem.	Phys.,	15,	6250	(2013)	
Ana	B.	Muñoz-García	et.	al		Acc.	Chem.	Res.,	47,	3340	(2014)	
	

Ionic	Radii	(Å) 

Sr2+ 1.44 

Ba2+ 1.61 

K+ 1.64 

Ba2+		structural	effects	
	
K+						structural/electronic		
										effects	(p-doping)	

A-substitutions	
Is	also	a	good	proton	conductor	?		



computational	strategy	

			Macromolecules,	41	(11)	3739-3749	(2008)	

M-O-M	->	M-VO-M	+	½	O2		

H2O	+	M-VO-M	+	M-O-M	->	2	M-O(H)-M		

Ma-O(H)-Mb	+	Mb-O-Mc	->	Ma-O-Mb	+Mb-O(H)-Mc		

VO	formation	

Hydration	

Transport	

ΔEformVO	=	Edef		+	1/2	EO2	-	Ehost	

ΔEhydr=E2OH-Edef	-	EH2O	

Etransp=	Erot	+	Ejump	

§ 	DFT(PBE)+U	
§ (U-J)Fe=4.0	eV	

§ PWs-	Ecutoff	=	800	eV	
§ MEP	&	Transition	States:	CI-NEB	

		

12.5%	Ba/K	substitution	

Rotation	à	Fast	

Proton	Transfer	à	RDS	
Chem.	Soc.	Rev.,	2010,	39,	4370–4387		

δ=0.125	

δ=0.25	



structure	and	energetics	

Material a(Å) 

SFMO 7.872 

BSFMO 7.948 

KSFMO 7.917 

δ
ΔEformVO	(eV) 

Fe-O-Fe Mo-O-Fe 

0.125 -0.090 1.28 

0.25 0.023 1.42 

0.25 -0.297 0.619 

δKSFMO	>	δBSFMO	>	δSFMO	

ΔEhydr	
(eV) 

-0.328 

-0.353 

-1.166 

ΔEhydr	(BaCeO3)		
=	-1.63	eV	

Solid	State	ionics	,	259,	1	(2014)	

SFMO	and	BSFMO	
-		Mo-O(H)-Fe	unstable	
-		Only	Outwards	Fe-O(H)-Fe	

KSFMO		
-			Mo-O(H)-Fe	stabilized	by	K		
-			Both	Outwards	and	Inwards	Fe-O(H)-Fe		



electronic	structure		
dry		 fully	hydrated	

Fe	
Mo	
O	

Fe	
Mo	
O	

dry	SFMO,	BSFMO,	KSFMO	
MIEC		

hydration	affects	carrier	mobility	in	
SFMO	and	BSFMO	

fully	hydrated	KSFMO	likely	performs	as	good	electron	conductor	
Ana	B.	Muñoz-Garcia,	Michele	Pavone	Chem.	Mater.	2016,	28,	490	



proton	migration		
SFMO

BSFMO

KSFMO

0

0.2

0.4

0

0.2

0.4

0

0.2

0.4

Migration Coordinate

Δ
E 

(e
V)

Emigr	in	BaCeO3	=	0.26	eV	
Solid	State	ionics	,	259,	1	(2014)	

Emigr	=	0.322/0.378	eV	

Emigr	=	0.225/0.259	eV	

Emigr	=	0.495	eV	
Concerted	rotation	

Concerted	rotation	

NO	rotation	

SFMO	at	BSFMO/KSFMO	volumes			

Emigr	=	0.275	eV	

NO	rotation	

Ana	B.	Muñoz-Garcia,	Michele	Pavone	Chem.	Mater.	2016,	28,	490	



	electrocatalytic	capabilities		

Nørskov	computational	NHE	

µ(H + )+µ(e− ) = 1
2
µ(H2 )

µ(H + )+µ(e− ) = 1
2
µ(H2 )− eU

U=0	

U≠0	

O2 + 2H2 → 2H2O

*O2 +1H
+ +1e− →*OOH

*OOH +1H + +1e− →*O+H2O
*O+1H + +1e− →*OH

*OH +1H + +1e− →*+H2O

O2 + 4H
+ + 4e− → 2H2O

oxygen	reduction	reaction	
(ORR)		

2H2O→O2 + 2H2

*OOH→*O2 +1H
+ +1e−

*O+H2O→*OOH +1H + +1e−
*OH→*O+1H + +1e−
*+H2O→*OH +1H + +1e−

2H2O→O2 + 4H
+ + 4e−

oxygen	evolution	reaction	
(OER)		

ΔG1−4 = ΔE + (ΔZPE −TΔS)− eU

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

UONSET ⇒ΔG1−4
ORR/OER ≤ 0

ηORR =1.11V −UONSET

ηOER =UONSET −1.11V
EO

H2O/O2
=1.23V ⇒ EDFT

H2O/O2
=1.11V


